2008 rapter

Make Yamaha. Model Raptor. You won't be disappointed. It's ready to ride! New battery and I'll
include the battery tender. A custom White and Red color scheme and super high performance
piggy-back clicker shocks with high and low speed compression damping adjustment. Truly a
lightweight big-bore sport ATV, with an engine designed for torque, and a chassis designed to
rail corners. Inspired by the YFZ, the Raptor R has many of the race bred features developed
from years on the track, with a little extra comfort built in. It's more comfortable, has more leg
room, and with all that torque, you aren't searching for gears every corner. So if you're looking
for the ultimate sport ATV, and spend most of your time on the trails, look no further. Quad is in
great shape and has hardly been rode the past 4 years. Has many upgrades. Just put new
battery in 3 months ago and quad still runs like new. Battery has one year warranty. Tires are in
great shape and has custom wheels. Quad has been dyno'd to get max efficiency. This is a fast
nice looking quad that will last awhile. Maintenance has been done regularly even when not
riding. I am the original owner and title is clean and in hand. OHV sticker is good until next May.
Contact me by text or voice mail if interested. Asking 6, for this. You can reach me at Please call
or text. Has full Yoshimura exhaust, power commander dyno tunned, RG3 suspension, custom
seat and more ITP sandstar paddles and fronts also have stock rear wheels and tires. Female
owned, lightly used, very well cared for, sand tires with wheels, and dirt tires with wheels
included. Model Raptor There will be more pictures available upon request. We also offer great
financing terms for qualifying credit. Call us for buying or trading your motorcycle, atv, or
snowmobile. Barrels of fun!! Model Rhino Auto 4x4. Please call Internet Sales or visit us for
specific availability. Dealer is not responsible for mistakes on this website. Visit our showroom
for the best pricing you will find. Rebate funds are limited, subject to availability on a first come
first serve basis on select models. Class leader in performance! Real simple: It s the most
potent, fastest, best-handling, most comfortable Raptor ever built. All the competition can do
now is sit back and suffer the consequences. Test Ride it-- This is the most awesome piece of
machinery I've had the pleasure of riding. The torque through each of the gears just blows me
away. It's probably going to go down as the greatest ATV all time. The s don't stand a chance
through the band. The only negative I can see with the R is that it doesn t come with super glue
to glue your hands to the bars, you better hold on tight! I honestly believe that this is one of the
greatest quad of all time. It has everything Not to mention earth-sucking speed! VERY
comfortable to ride as well. Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of other
bikes, and ATVs!! Runs great and in good condition. Only selling because i moved and have no
where to ride. Rocky Ford, CO. Bayfield, CO. Carthagena, OH. Fairbury, IL. Winter Springs, FL.
Greenwood, IN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Raptor
Year Make Yamaha Model Raptor. Year Make Yamaha Model Raptor Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. It featured a cc 4-stroke engine, a snorkel air intake, shaft
drive, electric starter, centrifugal automatic clutch, and racks front and rear. A unique feature of
this model was a practical reverse gear. Wheelbase: The outstanding engine along with its
YZ-spec, 5-speed manual transmission, state-of-the-art chassis and race-honed suspension
helped the Raptor win the title of Sport ATV of the Year. As the first fuel injected Sport ATV, the
Raptor R provides crisp, consistent engine performance in a wide range of conditions,
regardless of elevation or temperature. It runs like a champ. It has gotten through everything
except mud up to the tires and very steep hills. The bike is great for sharp turns in the woods. I
run all over my friends who have the I highly recommend it for anyone. TIP : Add a pipe and jet
kit and the performance level will put a smile on any trail ride you go on. Great styling, reliable,
and good acceleration. The Raptor is one of the best for every job and I recommend it to
anyone. My name is Carlos Sousa and I live in Portugal. I have been looking all over and cannot
find the power from its engine From all the technical info I have got like the one posted here , I
never found the power oh that small engine And I need that info to legalize my YFM So, if you
can help me, please do it. I will appreciate. Thank you for your attention. Regards from Portugal,
Carlos Sousa. The Raptor is very under powered. Who is making the best bolt on performance?
A nice chasis, but needs more power! Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Anthony
Kodack. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Yamaha Raptor. Competing
Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Countless numbers of
smiling new riders itching to take to the trails and the track on a machine that could offer a true
sporty ride eagerly clambered aboard their Blaster, and began honing their skills. Along the
way, they learned how to slide into a corner, how to jump, how to use a single finger on the
clutch just right in order to stay in the power band, and how to attack obstacles on the track or
trail. They also learned mechanical skills as well, and changing the oil, cleaning the filter, and
adjusting the chain, further refined their new skills, and educated them on how their ATV
worked. Treat it well, and you would be rewarded with an almost indestructible ATV; treat it

badly, and you would pay the price of repairs. The Blaster was the perfect teacher. There was
one big problem however, and it had nothing to do with the Blasters performance, reliability, or
sales. Just like its bigger brother the Banshee , the Blaster was powered by a 2 stroke engine,
and clean air restrictions were making 2 strokes disappear like leaves on a windy fall day.
Emissions standards had made the old engine design obsolete, and it was time for a major
change. It would take an all-new model worthy of Yamahas sport ATV history, and the Blasters
legacy, to earn the Yamaha flagship blue colors. After all, the YFZ had been dominating races
since it first showed a wheel on the track, and the Raptor owns the dunes, and is our all-time
favorite play quad. The new sport ATV would be just that; all sport. That meant no CVT system,
a manual clutch, chain drive, disc brakes, and everything else that defines a sport quad,
including a racy look to go with it. The engine would also have to be a quick revving 4 stroke
motor with outstanding reliability, and the chassis design would feature aggressive handling,
and light weight to complete the package. The base of the Raptor would be an all new chassis,
and the goal was both light weight, yet superb strength, in a package that would flex just
enough to not fatigue the rider. Although the main chassis members are a high strength steel,
because of a very clever design, at only 22 pounds, it is lighter than any comparable aluminum
chassis could be. In fact, the entire vehicle weighs in at a svelte pounds, which makes the
Raptor the lightest sport ATV ever, and almost 50 pounds less than its closest competitor, the
Honda EX. Its even 13 pounds lighter than the Blaster it replaces! The new Raptor is actually in
a class all its own, and it sets a new standard for the entry level sport ATV category.
Suspension on the Raptor is similar to most other sport ATVs, and at the front are a pair or
preload adjustable shocks with 7. One of the best features is the chain adjustment system
however, and just like its big brothers, it gets an eccentric adjuster. When it comes time to bring
everything to a quick stop, thankfully Yamaha went with disc brakes all around, and the master
cylinders are the same high quality units found on the Raptor and the YFZ First class all the
way! Engine design is always an extremely expensive, and often an extremely painful process
for any manufacturer, as designs are tried and tested, seemingly over and over again as the new
engine is perfected. With reliability being a huge factor for the new Raptor , Yamaha wisely went
with an engine already in the lineup, although it had never been offered in an ATV, or in North
America. The engine for the new Raptor had been in a European trials motorcycle for a couple
years, and at cc, the electric start, two-valve, four-stroke motor was perfect for the new ATV. It
featured good low end power, light weight, quick revving, and although the engine is air cooled,
it does utilize a wet sump system, and an oil cooler is tucked neatly under the front cowling. A
29mm Mikuni carburetor mists fuel into the ceramic composite-plated cylinder, which helps with
heat dissipation and longer engine life. The air filter and intake tract are found right under the
seat, and the foam filter is super easy to remove and clean. One of the things we like best about
the Raptor has almost nothing to do with performance, and everything to do with how it looks.
The styling is excellent, fits well, is comfortable to sit on, and in our opinion, makes the Raptor
the hottest looking sport quad ever. The tank area is extremely narrow to let the rider move
around easily, and a solid set of steel pegs anchor your feet. In fact, the pegs are the same as
the YFZ We almost want one just to look at, but that would only last a short while before we
caved in and had to get it dirty. After all, aggressive sport riding on the trail or the track is what
it was designed for! Flip on the key; hit the switch, and the motor growls to life. Snick it into
gear, let out the clutch to get you moving, and off you go. Then it surprised us. Even though the
Raptor is an entry level sport machine designed for new riders, it feels so natural that it takes no
time at all to become confident in what it, and you can do. Although the motor is a smaller
displacement 4 stroke, it actually has much better bottom end than we expected, and careful
use of the clutch will launch you out of corners with ease. The Dunlop tires that were specially
built for the Raptor do a decent job of getting the power to the ground and holding their line,
and they also help the suspension soak up any rough sections. We jumped the Raptor over
small tabletops and doubles, and it is possible for a full sized guy to bottom the shocks with
bad landings, but that is more of a reflection of our weight exceeding what it was designed for.
Where the Raptor really shines is in the air however. Takeoffs were perfect, as were most
landings, and in flight the Raptor flies like the bird it is, perfectly controlled and predictable.
Because of its light weight, it was very easy to throw around in the air, and to push into the
corners. Nothing else even comes close! For more information on the above mentioned models,
please visit the Yamaha Motor Website. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Sign in. Log into your account. Password recovery. Wednesday,
February 24, Contact Us. By: Alain Assad. April 11, Please enter your comment! Please enter
your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! ATV Reviews. Patrick Roch January 28, Read more. Luc Dion - July 9, Patrick Roch - March 26, All rights reserved. Close
this module. Sign up to our mailing list and get the latest updates, exclusive content and special

offers straight to your email inbox. Name your full name. Email Address your email address.
Suggested vehicles Specification comparison Related news. Ford has also shown its
dominance at the Baja race â€” 12 Ford-powered vehicles have won the overall title for
four-wheel vehicles, the most of any engine manufacturer. The privately funded team will run all
five points races for in the Raptor R to continue testing the durability of the F SVT Raptor and
its production components. Drivers Rob MacCachren and Steve Olliges each have impressive
racing resumes, both winning numerous off-roading championships. MacCachren has won over
events and 15 championships in his career to date. Olliges has 30 class wins as well as seven
off-road championships. Both drivers have also won their respective classes in the prestigious
Baja during their careers. Theres a reason why the Ford F-Series pickup became Americas
favorite truck, and it came down to affordability and durability, which have been present from
the beginning. The truck has changed significantly during its first 60 years, but what hasnt
changed is Fords focus on making an increasingly better truck. For over twenty years the Ford
F-Series trucks have been the best selling vehicles in Engine Specs. Dimension Specs. All
rights reserved. The material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
Vehicle information, history, And specifications from concept to production. Make Keystone.
Model Raptor. Inside is very clean without any broken pipes, walls or cuts in any material. One
TV is mounted on swivels and one in the master is a take-down for trips. Two 12v Deep Cycle
Marine batteries are two years old. Three queen beds and two doubles sleep 8 comfortably and
ten squeezed in. Single air only used to cycle the generator four or five times a year. Onan has
only hrs. No need for new carbs or fuel pumps. Serviced every 50hrs. Never any roof damage
and always scrubbed with coach detailing. Alpine stereo, CD, DVD, IPod attachment with
complete surround sound inside the coach with two additional alpine outdoor speakers
connected to a 10in. The outside has some sticker peeling because salesman forgot to mention
that stickers dry out when waxed. No de-lamination and waxed once a year. No window damage.
Awning used 4 times and still in new shape. Tires are 1yr. Axels are already flipped for 4 wheel
drive trucks. Cargo door never bent or tweaked check other haulers. Reinforced aluminum
skeleton framing and vacuum sealed siding. Husky sliding 5th wheel hitch. I will also sell the
truck pictured in a package deal for additional cost. Trying to move into a motorhome now for
our small family. I have many more pictures of everything just ask for Ed or leave a message.
Set up for the desert or for full time living. Has huge Onan generator that powers everything
including 2 AC units. Gas tank with powered spout for desert toys. Has all the normal
appliances. Custom additions to the cabinetry for additional storage including a custom island
and countertop. Dual electric queen beds is garage area and queen bed in loft. Includes front
load full size washer and dryer. Includes natural rubber queen master bed, amazing feel.
Bedroom LED tv with blueray. Comes with custom semi-permanent stairs the match the rig for
full time living. Full front canvas wrap under front overhang of the rig. Tripod support stand for
the hitch for extra stability. Needs new decals and I have them. Since it's stored, I didn't want to
put them on. It simply has everything you need to have fun or live in it. Tim or Tex Hwy 6
Navasota Texas ? View Large Images? Credit Application? Directions to Dealer? Apply Now
Secure Credit Application Applying for a vehicle loan online is one of the quickest and easiest
application methods. Our secure application is easy to complete, all you need are a few
personal and employment details. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or
financially able to purchase this vehicle. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the
auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. Special
eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid before the
last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period but only for
exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour
period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will be
allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you inspect the
vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations
or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state
buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in
the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for
vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by banks or
lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If

payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our
showroom. We are not affiliated with any carrier. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within
5 days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72
hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person,
bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to
Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete
to Seller. The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of
all the information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and
Easy. Click Here! Good condition. We just don't have the time to use it. Big Roomy and very
comfortable! We added a second AC unit in the bedroom when purchased. Specs and pictures
attached give you are very good idea of all the extras this wonderful RV has to offer! Onan
generator, low hours Garage is 10'X8. Outside security lights, power awning. Washer and Dryer
hookups. Pulls fantastic. This unit has less than miles since new. Will consider reasonable
offers. Make Keystone Rv. Model Raptor Type: Fifth Wheel Toy Hauler,. This Raptor Toy Hauler
is in excellent shape! Everything is working great and will be state inspected. Rear door to
garage has been completely rebuilt with Aluminum for more durability and longer lifespan. This
unit has 2 sliders - Queen size bed - sleep sofa for 2 - loft that sleeps 2 - cargo area sleeps 4 table that converts into bed for 2 -. The kitchen has Pantry, oak cabinets, refrigerator and
freezer, stove, oven, sink with a new faucet, plenty of counter space, exhaust fan. There is a
bathroom, full shower, sink and vanity area, and private toilet area. Black water storage is 40
gallons of water. Fresh water gallons. Entertainment TV in bedroom. Fully heated and air
conditioned with two units. Garage has 2 storage cabinets with TV hook up. Mechanics tool box
and stainless steel oil container holder. On board Generic Generator. It also has all new decals.
This is an excellent vehicle. Built in generator and filling station with only hrs. Interior is in mint
condition. Three slide outs. Outside decals are peeling. Pulls great. Is converted to gooseneck
with only bolt on parts, can be converted back to fifth wheel easily. Clear title in hand. Txt or call
for more info. Extremely good condition. Trailer features include: 10'x10' Garage, 2-Queen Size
beds that lower from the ceiling in the garage, on-board 55KW Generator, 30 gallon fuel tank for
generator or fill station, Queen Size Bed in front, dinning table makes another Queen Size Bed.
Inside of trailer is very clean and in extremely good condition. All Six tires were replaced last
year with ply tires. Trailer has vent covers on roof. We are the second owners, originally the
trailer must have sat outside and the decals were peeling and fading so we removed them and
all the residue. Entire trailer was waxed in the spring of this year, so the trailer is solid white on
the outside. The screen for the back is still in the original package, never used. For Sale
Keystone Raptor This toy hauler has an Onan generator, 3 slide outs, dinette table, pull out
couch, center kitchen, double bunk beds in rear, loft in kitchen, ducted AC, front queen bed, gas
and electric, water heater. This camper sleeps comfortable. It is 39' long. Also, put awnings over
all the slides. Super clean inside. Houston, TX. Frankfort, KY. Lakewood, WA. Walla Walla, WA.
Santa Paula, CA. Scottsdale, AZ. Bemidji, MN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. RVs for
Sale Keystone Raptor. Year Make Keystone Model Raptor. Category - Length 29 Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Length 38 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 36 Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Keystone Model Raptor ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Orders placed during the weekends or the following holidays
will ship the next business day. Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve
your shopping experience. If you have experienced a problem with our website, please describe
the issue in as much detail as possible so our team can explore it further. Details Shipping
Cutoff Times. Click here for more details. Enter keyword or part Search Within. View Cart
Checkout. My Garage. Saved Rides Manage Rides. Add a new ride. ATV Categories. Find Parts
Fast. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. ATV Parts back. ATV Accessories back. Tire
Finder. Tire Width. Rim Diameter. Tire Sizes Explained. Tire Height Tire Height. Tire Width Tire
Width. Rim Diameter Rim Diameter. ATV Tires back. Exhaust finder. ATV Exhaust back. Helmets
back. Apparel back. Get more Dennis Kirk. Shop by Discount back. Dirt Bike Motorcycle Cruiser
Motorcycle Goldwing 1. Scooter 4. Sport Bike Snowmobile 2. UTV Categories Enter Categories
terms Accessories Handguard Accessories 1. Hitches 1. Hitch 1. Nerf Bar Hardware 1. Nerf Bar
Net 3. Racks 1. Skid Plates 2. Body 8. Body Hardware 1. Bodywork 1. Petcock 3. Petcock Parts
1. Brakes Brake Calipers Calipers - Parts 4. E-Brake Block-Off Plate 8. Brake Pads Brake Rotors
2. Master Cylinder Parts 4. Drivetrain Axle Accessories 6. Bearings 1. Clutches 6. Clutch Kit 2.
Clutch Plate 2. Clutch Spring 2. Transmission Gaskets 1. Batteries 5. Charging System 6.

Charging 3. Stators 1. Voltage Regulators 2. Gauges 2. Ignition System 5. Ignition 5. Spark Plug
1. Starting System 6. Starter Replacement Parts 2. Starters 4. Switches 2. Air Filters Carburetors
9. Carb Recalibration Kits 1. Carburetor - Parts 7. Carburetor Jets 1. Engine Components
Camshaft Components 1. Crankshaft Assembly 1. Engine Parts 2. Engine Rebuild Kit 6. Engine
Tools 2. Engine Valves 1. Top End Kits 8. Valve Guides 1. Fuel Systems Intake Gasket 1. Engine
Gaskets 2. Exhaust Gasket 2. Gasket Kits 4. Seal Kits 1. Oil Filter 8. Exhaust Exhaust Gaskets 2.
Head Pipes 1. Choke Cables 1. Clutch Cables 2. Throttle Cables 1. Perches 1. Throttle Assembly
1. Brake Levers 3. Clutch Levers 5. Tools 3. Clutch Tools 1. Suspension Tie Rod 1. Tie Rod End
4. Tires One Piece Wheels Wheel Spacers 6. Enter Brands AMS 7. Bearing Connections 1. Big
Gun 2. BikeMaster 1. Bronco 1. Carlisle 1. Clymer 1. Cometic 3. CST 3. Dennis Stubblefield Sales
1. DP Brakes 3. Dura Blue 7. Duro 7. Dynojet 1. EBC 8. EPI Performance 2. Factory Spec 8. Fire
Power 1. FMF 3. Fuel Star 1. Haynes 1. HiFloFiltro 2. HMF 2. Hot Cams 1. Hot Rods 3. ITP JT
Sprockets 2. Kenda 6. Kibblewhite Precision Machining 2. Kimpex 6. Lonestar Racing 1. Maier 1.
Maxxis 4. Moose Motion Pro 5. Motorsport Products 6. Namura 6. NGK 1. Parts Unlimited Pingel
2. Pivot Works 6. Power Max 1. PowerMadd 1. Pro Taper 1. Pro X 2. ProFilter 2. Psykho 1.
Quadboss 3. Regina 1. Renthal 5. Ricks Motorsport Electrics 4. Sedona 3. Shindy 1. Sunstar 7.
Supersprox 2. Trail Tech 2. Twin Air 3. UNI 1. Vesrah 4. Wiseco Works Connection 6. Wrench
Rabbit 3. WSM 5. In Stock Only Price Range. Special Offers. Closeout Items 2. New Items 2. All
Discounts 2. Exact Fit Possible Fit 3, We're sorry, there are no results for your ride within this
filtered selection. Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 1 - 38 of Part : Mfg Part : PX Part : Mfg
Part : Part : Mfg Part : FS Part : Mfg Part : HF Part : Mfg Part : M Part : Mfg Part : VE Part : Mfg
Part : KN Part : Mfg Part : A1. Part : Mfg
solex carburetor diagram
mercedes wiring harness kits
6 wire regulator rectifier wiring diagram
Part : B. Part : S Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : B1. Dennis Kirk carries more Yamaha YFMR Raptor
products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the lowest guaranteed
prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship today. Dennis Kirk has
been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we have your
back when it comes to bringing you the best Yamaha YFMR Raptor products. We want to hear
from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account.
Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback!
I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride optional. Part Number if
applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your issue? Your Name. Email
Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal Code. What are you into?
Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe.

